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the   latter   never   hatched.   The   Snow   Goose   was   in   the   habit   of   daily
frequenting   a   mill-pond   in   the   vicinity,   and   returning   regularly   at   night
along  with  the  rest;   but  in  the  beginning  of  each  spring  it   occasioned  much
trouble.   It   then   continually   raised   its   head   and   wings,   and   attempted   to   fly
off;  but  finding  this  impossible,  it  seemed  anxious  to  perform  its  long  journey
on  foot,   and   it   was   several   times   overtaken   and   brought   back,   after   it   had
proceeded  more  than  a  mile,  having  crossed  fences  and  plantations  in  a  direct
course   northward.   This   propensity   cost   it   its   life:   it   had   proceeded   as   far
as  the  banks  of  the  Cooper  river,  when  it  was  shot  b}^  a  person  who  supposed
it  to  be  a  wild  bird.

In   the   latter   part   of   the   autumn   of   1832,   whilst   I   was   walking   with   my
wife,   in   the   neighbourhood   of   Boston   in   Massachusetts,   I   observed   on   the
road  a  young  Snow  Goose  in  a  beautiful  state  of  plumage,  and  after  making
some   inquiries,   found   its   owner,   who   was   a   gardener.   He   would   not   part
with  it   for  any  price  offered.   Some  weeks  after,   a   friend  called  one  morning
and   told   me   this   gardener   had   sent   his   Snow   Goose   to   town,   and   that   it
would   be   sold   by   auction   that   day.   I   desired   my   friend   to   attend   the   sale,
which  he  did;  and  before  a  few  hours  had  elapsed,  the  bird  was  in  my  posses-

sion, having  been  obtained  for  seventy-five  cents !  We  kept  this  Goose  several
months  in  a  small  yard  at  the  house  where  we  boarded,  along  with  the  young
of   the   Sand-hill   Crane,   Grus   Americana.   It   was   fed   on   leaves   and   thin
stalks   of   cabbage,   bread,   and   other   vegetable   substances.   When   the   spring
approached,   it   exhibited   great   restlessness,   seeming   anxious   to   remove
northward,   as   was   the   case   with   Dr.   Bachman's   bird.   Although   the
gardener  had  kept  it  four  years,  it   was  not  white,  but  had  the  lower  part  of
the  neck  and  the  greater  portion  of  the  back  of  a  dark  bluish  tint,  as  repre-

sented in  the  plate.  It  died  before  we  left  Boston,  to  the  great  regret  of  my
family,  as  I  had  anticipated  the  pleasure  of  presenting  it  alive  to  my  honoured
and  noble  friend  the  Earl   of   Derby.

There   can   be   little   doubt   that   this   species   breeds   in   its   grey   plumage,
when   it   is   generally   known   by   the   name   of   Blue-winged   Goose,   as   is   the
case   with   the   young   of   Grus   Americana,   formerly   considered   as   a   distinct
species,   and   named   Grus   Canadensis.

Snow  Goose,  Anas  hyperborea,  Wils.  Amer.  Orn.,  vol.  viii.  p.  76.
Anser  hypereoreus,  Bonap.  Syn.,  p.  376.
Snow  Goose,  Nutt.  Man.,  p.  344.
Anser  hypereoreus,  Snow  Goose,  Swains,  and  Rich.  F.  Bor.  Amer.,  vol.  ii.  p.  467.
Snow  Goose,  Anser  hyperboreus,  Aud.  Orn.  Biog.,  vol.  iv.  p.  562.

Male,  31|,  62.     Female,  26,  55.
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Western   and   Southern   States,   in   autumn   and   winter.   Breeds   in   the
Arctic   Regions.      Abundant.

Adult   Male.

Bill   about   the   length   of   the   head,   much   higher   than   broad   at   the   base,
somewhat   conical,   compressed,   rounded   at   the   tip.   Upper   mandible   with
the  dorsal   line   sloping,   the  ridge  broad  and  flattened  at   the  base,   narrowed
towards  the  unguis,  which  is  roundish  and  very  convex,  the  edges  beset  with
compressed,   hard   teeth-like   lamellae,   their   outline   ascending   and   slightly
arched;   lower   mandible   ascending,   nearly   straight,   the   angle   long   and   of
moderate  length,  the  dorsal  line  beyond  it   convex,  the  sides  erect,   and  beset
with  lamellae  similar   to   those  of   the  upper,   but   more  numerous,   the  unguis
obovate   and   very   convex.   Nasal   groove   oblong,   parallel   to   the   ridge,   filled
by   the   soft   membrane   of   the   bill;   nostrils   medial,   lateral,   longitudinal,
narrow-elliptical,   open,   pervious.

Head  of   moderate  size,   oblong,   compressed.   Neck  rather  long  and  slender.
Body   full,   slightly   depressed.   Feet   rather   short,   strong,   placed   about   the
centre   of   the   body;   legs   bare   a   little   above   the   joint;   tarsus   rather   short,
strong,   a   little   compressed,   covered   all   round   with   hexagonal,   reticulated
scales,   which   are   smaller   behind;   hind   toe   very   small,   with   a   narrow   mem-

brane; third  toe  longest,  fourth  considerably  shorter,  but  longer  than  the
second;  all  the  toes  reticulated  above  at  the  base,  but  with  narrow  transverse
scutella   towards   the   end;   the   three   anterior   connected   by   a   reticulated
membrane,   the   outer   having   a   thick   margin,   the   inner   with   the   margin
extended   into   a   two-lobed   web.   Claws   small,   arched,   rather   compressed,
obtuse,   that   of   the   middle   toe   bent   obliquely   outwards,   and  depressed,   with
a  curved  edge.

Plumage   close,   full,   compact   above,   blended   beneath,   as   well   as   on   the
head   and   neck,   on   the   latter   of   which   it   is   disposed   in   longitudinal   bands,
separated   by   narrow   grooves;   the   feathers   of   the   lateral   parts   small   and
narrow,   of   the   back   ovato-oblong,   and   abruptly   rounded,   of   the   lower   parts
curved   and   oblong.   Wings   rather   long,   broad;   primaries   strong,   incurved,
broad,  towards  the  end  tapering,  the  second  longest,  but  only  a  quarter  of  an
inch   longer   than   the   first,   which   scarcely   exceeds   the   third;   the   first   and
second   sinuate   on   the   inner   web,   the   second   and   third   on   the   outer.
Secondaries   long,   veiy   broad,   rounded,   the   inner   curved   outwards.   Tail
very  short,  rounded,  of  sixteen  broad  rounded  feathers.

Bill   carmine-red,   the   unguis   of   both   mandibles   white,   their   edges   black.
Iris   light   brown.   Feet   dull   lake,   claws   brownish-black.   The   general   colour
of  the  plumage  is  pure  white;  the  fore  part  of  the  head  tinged  with  yellowish-
red;   the   primaries   brownish-grey,   towards   the   end   blackish-brown,   their
shafts  white  unless  toward  the  end.
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Length  to  end  of  tail  31f  inches,  to  end  of  claws  33^,  to  end  of  wings  31§,
to   carpus   14;   extent   of   wings   62;   wing  from  flexure   19   J;   tail   6i;   bill   along
the  ridge  2§ ,  along  the  edge  of  lower  mandible  3i;  bare  part  of  tibia  f ;  tarsus
3f;  hind  toe  ^,  its  claw  ^|;  middle  toe  3,  its  claw  T%.     Weight  6|  lbs.

Young  female,   in   first   winter.
The  colours   of   the  3-oung  bird,   in   its   first   plumage,   are   unknown;   but   in

its   second   plumage,   in   autumn   and   winter,   it   presents   the   appearance
exhibited   in   the   plate.   The   bill   is   pale   flesh   colour,   its   edges   black,   and
the   unguis   bluish-white;   the   feet   flesh-colour,   the   claws   dusky.   The   head
and   upper   part   of   the   neck   are   white,   tinged   above   with   grey,   the   lower
part  of  the  neck  all   round,  the  fore  part  of  the  back,  the  scapulars,  the  fore
part   of   the   breast,   and   the   sides,   blackish-grey;   paler   beneath.   The   hind
part   of   the   back   and   the   upper   tail-coverts   are   ash-grey;   as   are   the   wing-
coverts;   but   the   secondary   coverts   are   greyish-black   in   the   middle;   and   all
the   quills   are   of   that   colour,   the   secondaries   margined   with   greyish-white;
the   tail-feathers   dusky-grey,   broadly   margined   with   greyish-white.   The
dark  colour  of   the  fore  part   of   the  breast   gradually   fades  into  greyish-white,
which  is   the  colour   of   the  other   inferior   parts;   excepting  the  axillar   feathers,
and  some  of   the  lower  wing-coverts,   which  are  white.

Length  of  an  individual  in  this  plumage,  kept  four  years — to  end  of  tail  26
inches,   to  end  of   claws  25;   extent  of   wings  55;   bill   along  the  ridge  2i,   from
frontal   angle  2\;   tarsus  2\\;   hind  toe  j%,   its   claw  ff  ;   middle  toe  2\,   its   claw
yj.      Weight  2  lbs.   13  oz.      The  bird  very  poor.

In  an  adult  male  preserved  in  spirits,   the  roof  of  the  mouth  is  moderately
concave,   with   five   series   of   strong   conical   papillae   directed   backwards.   The
posterior   aperture   of   the   nares   is   linear,   margined   with   two   series   of
extremely   slender   papillae.   The   marginal   lamellae   of   the   upper   mandible
are   25,   of   the   lower   about   45.   The   tongue   is   2   inches   5   twelfths   long,
nearly   cylindrical,   with  strong  pointed  papillae  at   the  base,   and  on  each  side
a   series   of   flattened,   sharp   lamellae,   directed   backwards,   together   with   very
numerous   bristle-like   filaments.   It   is   fleshy,   has   a   soft   prominent   pad  at   the
base   above,   and   towards   the   end   has   a   median   groove,   the   point   rounded,
thin,   and   horny.   The   oesophagus,   which   is   17   inches   long,   has   a   diameter
of  9  twelfths  at  the  upper  part,  and  at  the  lower  part  of  the  neck  is  dilated
to   1   inch.   The   proventricular   glands   are   cylindrical,   simple,   and   arranged
in  a  belt  nearly  1  inch  in  breadth.     The  other  parts  were  removed.

The  reddish  tint  on  the  head  affords  no  indication  of  the  age  of  the  bird,
some   individuals   of   all   ages   having   that   part   pure   white,   while   others   have
it  rusty.     The  same  remark  applies  to  our  two  Swans.

Vol.   VI.   30
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Genus   III.—  CYGNUS,   Meyer.      SWAN.

Bill  longer  than  the  head,  higher  than  broad  at  the  base,  depressed,  and  a
little   widened  toward   the   end,   rounded;   upper   mandible   with   the   dorsal   line
sloping,   the  ridge  very  broad  at   the  base,   with  a  large  depression;   narrowed
between   the   nostrils,   convex   toward   the   end,   the   sides   nearly   erect   at   the
base,   gradually   becoming   more   horizontal   and   convex   toward   the   end,   the
sides  soft   and  thin,   with  numerous  transverse  little   elevated  internal   lamellae,
the   unguis   obovate;   nasal   groove   elliptical,   sub-basal,   covered   by   the   soft
membrane   of   the   bill;   lower   mandible   flattened,   with   the   angle   very   long,
and   rather   narrow,   the   sides   convex,   the   edges   with   numerous   transverse
lamellae.   Nostrils   submedial,   longitudinal,   placed   near   the   ridge,   elliptical.
Head   of   moderate   size,   oblong,   compressed;   neck   extremely   long   and
slender;   body   very   large,   compact,   depressed.   Feet   short,   stout,   placed   a
little  behind  the  centre  of  the  body;  tibia  bare  for  a  very  small  space;  tarsus
short,   a   little   compressed,   covered   all   round   with   angular   scales;   hind   toe
extremely   small,   with   a   very   narrow   membrane;   third   longest,   fourth   very
little   shorter;   anterior   toes   covered   with   angular   scales   for   nearly   half   their
length,   then  scutellate,   and  connected  by  broad  reticulated  entire  membranes.
Claws  rather   small,   strong,   arched,   compressed,   rather   obtuse.   Space  between
the  bill   and  eye  bare;   plumage  dense  and  soft.   Wings  long,   broad;   primaries
curved,   stiff,   the   second   longest.   Tail   very   short,   graduated,   of   twenty   or
more   feathers.   (Esophagus   very   slender,   at   the   lower   part   of   the   neck
a   little   dilated;   stomach   transversely   elliptical,   with   the   lateral   muscles
extremely   large,   the   epithelium   dense,   with   two   concave   grinding   surfaces;
intestine   long,   and   of   moderate   width;   coeca   rather   large,   narrow;   cloaca
globular.   Trachea   generally   enters   a   cavity   in   the   sternum,   whence   it   is
reflected,  before  it   passes  into  the  thorax;  no  inferior  laryngeal  muscles.
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Townsend   corroborates   the   observations   of   the   two   eminent   travellers   by
stating,   that   the   latter   species   is   much   more   numerous   than   the   large   C.
Buccinator.

The  Trumpeter  Swans  make  their  appearance  on  the  lower  portions  of  the
waters   of   the   Ohio   about   the   end   of   October.   They   throw   themselves   at
once  into  the  larger  ponds  or  lakes  at  no  great  distance  from  the  river,  giving
a  marked  preference  to  those  which  are  closely  surrounded  by  dense  and  tall
cane-brakes,   and   there   remain   until   the   water   is   closed   by   ice,   when   they
are   forced   to   proceed   southward.   During   mild   winters   I   have   seen   Swans
of   this   species   in   the   ponds   about   Henderson  until   the   beginning  of   March,
but  only  a  few  individuals,   which  may  have  staid  there  to  recover  from  their
wounds.   When   the   cold   became   intense,   most   of   those   which   visited   the
Ohio  would  remove  to  the  Mississippi,   and  proceed  down  that  stream  as  the
severity   of   the   weather   increased,   or   return   if   it   diminished;   for   it   has
appeared  to   me,   that   neither   very   intense  cold   nor   great   heat   suit   them  so
well   as   a   medium   temperature.   I   have   traced   the   winter   migrations   of   this
species  as  far  southward  as  Texas,  where  it  is  abundant  at  times,  and  where
I   saw   a   pair   of   young   ones   in   captivity,   and   quite   domesticated,   that   had
been   procured   in   the   winter   of   1S36.   They   were   about   two   years   old,   and
pure  white,   although  of  much  smaller  size  than  even  the  younger  one  repre-

sented in  the  plate  before  you,  having  perhaps  been  stinted  in  food,  or  having
suffered  from  their  wounds,  as  both  had  been  shot.  The  sound  of  their  well-
known  notes   reminded  me  of   the  days   of   my  youth,   when  I   was  half-yearly
in  the  company  of  birds  of  this  species.

At  New  Orleans,  where  I   made  the  drawing  of  the  young  bird  here  given,
the   Trumpeters   are   frequently   exposed   for   sale   in   the   markets,   being
procured  on  the  ponds  of  the  interior,  and  on  the  great  lakes  leading  to  the
waters   of   the   Gulf   of   Mexico.   This   species   is   unknown   to   my   friend,   the
Rev.   John   Bachman,   who,   during   a   residence   of   twenty   years   in   South
Carolina,   never   saw   or   heard   of   one   there;   whereas   in   hard   winters   the
Cygnus   Americanus   is   not   uncommon,   although   it   does   not   often   proceed
farther   southward   than   that   State.   The   waters   of   the   Arkansas   and   its

tributaries   are   annually   supplied   with   Trumpeter   Swans,   and   the   largest
individual   which   I   have   examined   was   shot   on   a   lake   near   the   junction   of
that   river   with   the   Mississippi.   It   measured   nearly   ten   feet   in   alar   extent,
and   weighed   above   thirty-eight   pounds.   The   quills,   which   I   used   in   drawing
the  feet  and  claws  of  many  small  birds,  were  so  hard,  and  yet  so  elastic,  that
the  best  steel-pen  of   the  present  day  might  have  blushed,   if   it   could,   to  be
compared  with  them.

Whilst   encamped  in   the  Tawapatee  Bottom,   when  on  a   fur-trading  voyage,
our   keel-boat   was   hauled   close   under   the   eastern   shore   of   the   Mississippi,
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